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 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

JBC releases the Fume Extractor FAE, the most efficient 

solution to avoid solder fumes 

 

Barcelona – 20
th
 July. JBC takes fume extractors to a higher level with its new smart Fume Extractor 

FAE. Designed for electronics soldering applications, it is capable of removing fumes safely and 

efficiently. 

Fume extraction is a must when you are exposed to solder fumes, whether leaded or lead-free. Health risks 

come with extended exposure to solder fumes, so it is important to use the correct safety equipment 

to remove these hazardous substances. 

The Fume Extractor FAE2-5A is the unique system that optimizes fume extraction operating only when 

needed. The FAE automatically starts working when the tool is in use. This function saves power and the life 

of the equipment as well as the filter. 

In addition, an innovative vacuum system integrated into the stand absorbs the fumes when the tool is at 

rest. 

This portable system can be used simultaneously in two work areas and guarantees an extraction volume of 

290 m3/h (170.7 CFM) and a strong vacuum of 6,1 KPa (0.88 psi). 

It contains a compact 3-layered filter (pre-filter M5, H13 filter + activated carbon filter) for removing fumes, 

gases and even the smallest particles that are produced in different working processes, increasing safety.  

It also allows fast and easy replacement and effective system maintenance. The unit notifies through both 

the display and the LED when filters must be changed. 

 

ABOUT JBC TOOLS 

Since 1929, JBC has been at the forefront in developing soldering and rework tools for electronics 

professionals. JBC is now a worldwide renowned brand offering a wide range of products specially designed 

to meet every operator needs and applications. JBC has headquarters in Barcelona, Spain, and branches in 

St. Louis, MO USA, in Guadalajara, Mexico, Hong Kong and Shanghai, China, guaranteeing a quick and 

efficient service with a distributor network covering the 5 continents. 

For further information: www.jbctools.com  
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